`“It does not require a majority to prevail, but rather an irate, tireless minority keen to
set brush fires in people’s minds.” –Samuel Adams
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The Truth makes us free…We live in an Era of Lies
January 1, 2016

The Year
of Decision
Begins
Will we return to individual
liberty or will collective tyranny
prevail? Will we continue to live in
a lawless land or will we restore
the Constitution?
“We the People” will make the
choice in the coming year.

January 2, 2015

Obama's Chickens Have Come
Home to Roost
By John Knapp
It's not that Obama won't do anything for America.......it's that he always fully
intended to do bad things to America.
After all that he's done, we still have too many who aren't willing to wake up and
smell his brand of poison. So much has happened, so many unbelievable stakes
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right to the heart of America. Maybe it's just too hard for so very many to grasp and fully face. Maybe those
comatose Americans are suffering the political equivalent of medical, emotional, and physical shock? Worse
yet, maybe not.
It's not that Obama is incompetent, or inexperienced, or ignorant, or misunderstood, or clueless, or gutless, or
that he means well but just can't seem to catch a break. He deserves not one more scintilla of benefit of the
doubt. Nor should he be shielded by any more excuses of how 'difficult a job' the presidency must be. He no
longer deserves any 'pass' of any kind.....and certainly not because he's black and demonstrates the left's
deference to their sacred god of 'diversity'....for diversity's sake.
Nor is Obama's political demeanor explainable and/or excusable because he's by far the most leftist president
in American history. We've suffered through lefty presidents before.
Barack Obama is a Muslim Trojan Horse, obviously, covertly in collaboration with the Muslim Brotherhood. He
is soft on terrorism at home, soft on terrorism abroad, and soft on ISIS, which he
enabled and armed.
Before Barack Obama won the presidency, he lit it slip that 'if it came down to a
confrontation between America and Islam, he would side with his Muslim roots.'
Aye, and there's the rub, belatedly. To remodel a phrase from Rev. Jeremiah Wright,
Obama's chickens have come home to roost, America.
Barack Obama is the ultimate Judas, intent on securing America's undoing. He is the
greatest scam ever pulled in all of world history, pulled in broad daylight on the greatest country there ever
was.....and so many still sit here, dumbfounded, blinking, while he rips this country apart and every institution
it holds dear....right before Americans' teared eyes.
Even though Americans are renowned for their generosity of heart when it comes to immigrants, we are not
duty-bound to sit here, risking suicide-through-generosity, while poorly vetted, un-vetted, or mostly
unvettable Syrian 'refugees' - very likely including embedded Jihadist terrorists whose creed is 'Death to
America' - are brought in and dispersed far and wide throughout the American countryside. Barack Obama
could very well become the Johnny Appleseed of Jihad on America.
Similarly, we Americans are not duty-bound to sit and take it while any occupant of the White House tries to
rewrite American history by ripping the country - and all for which it stands - to ribbons. Where are the
statesmen urging the impeachment of this duplicitous tyrant and traitor? America is better than this, or it was
supposed to be.
If you'll remember, the mainstream media wasn't interested in vetting Barack Obama; therefore he came into
office pretty much un-vetted. And, Obama had his records sealed, too, so he would be un-vettable. How'd that
work out, America?
And now, our un-vetted Commander-in-chief wants to bring in un-vetted immigrants from a mid-East region
that is at war with all the Western world? Is His Disgracefulness insane, or are we? The greatest generation
died for what, so their children could meekly sit on their apathetic duffs and watch it all blow away in the wind?
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January 7, 2016

Standing Tall in
the West
The UN’s War on Private Property
Americans are being assaulted on many fronts. One front, the
destruction of private property, is advancing at alarming rates. Many of
our federal employees are marching to the drumbeat of the United
Nations. They do this as complicit agents or in ignorance. It matters not,
which, the results are the same.

BLM on the Attack
The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) is very active in the UN’s Agenda 21 and now Agenda 30 activities.
Ranchers, miners and other business interests have been under attack by the BLM for decades. One such
family is Cliven Bundy from Clark County, Nevada. In April 2014, the Bundy family, with the aid of people from
groups such as “Oathkeepers” and others, forced the armed BLM agents to stand down over a grazing rights
issue.

Militiamen in Oregon
The Dwight Hammond family from Harney County Oregon, is an another example of a ranching family that has
been a long term victim of BLM abuses and corruption. Dwight and his son Steven were convicted of a
domestic terrorism act as a result of setting controlled fires on grazing land; a practice commonly accepted in
the area. They will be serving five-year sentences. It should be noted that BLM policies forced 31 ranchers off
their land and that the Hammonds are one of a few that refused to
leave.This flagrant overreach by the federal government caused the
Bundy family of Nevada to visit the Hammonds in November of 2015.
This resulted in two Bundy brothers participating in a peaceful
demonstration in Burns, Oregon and the seizing of vacant federal
buildings, some 60 miles away at the Malheur National Wildlife
Refuge using an armed militia. There has been a lot of criticism over
this action. Even conservative press and politicians has been critical
telling them to stand down; some fear that Obama will create an
incident which will create violence and further the gun control
argument. Free men have responsibilities, according to our
“Founding Fathers”. It is our duty to resist tyranny. Are the people
“Standing Tall in the West”? We think so; it’s a courageous act.

Constitutional Attorney Kris Anne Hall “Wades In”
According to Kris Anne Hall, this is not about the Bundys or the Hammonds or personalities, but it is about the
Constitution. Free men control their property. From the correspondence we received from the Bundy’s we are
sure they would agree. But yet, they have two sons in “harm’s way”. It is time for people to stand up and they
are doing it. Mrs. Hall makes an impassioned call to action https://youtu.be/T424sWq1SkE
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January 14, 2016
Guest Editorial by David Heimbold

st

1 Black President gives
Hillary a Black Eye
Black ain’t beautiful no mo’
Obama betrays his Sunni Muslim brothers and joins the Shiites of Iran. Bill
Crosby, the black icon, the “black Father Knows Best”, is being exposed as
a serial molester and rapist.
And Bill Clinton, the 1st ‘Black’
President, as he was called by both blacks and whites during his
sordid Presidency, is back in the news with his sexual misdeeds
now being paraded before a whole new generation of voters. His
aging white face sickens his former devotees. Meanwhile, Donald
Trump is rearranging the galaxy by bringing up the fact that Ted
Cruz is not a “natural born citizen”, which is Cruz’s skeleton in the
closet. After Donald K.O.s Cruz, the Anchor Baby Rubio will run,
crying “unfair”, to Miami calling Trump a racist.

Trump Has Already Won!
All Americans, which make up 70% of the American electorate, know the story of Moses. Moses is even
depicted on the front of the Supreme Court building holding the Ten Commandments. Regardless of whether
they practice what they believe (which most don’t) they still know that Moses was called by God at the
burning bush to deliver the slaves out of Egypt. Like… it’s in every Negro church hymnal! Even whites
recognize that Martin Luther King delivered his people from remnants of the Plantations in the ‘60s. Behind
the rearrangement of the deck chairs on the USA Political Scene is what our founders called Providence…and
nothing is going to stop this new revival kicked off by the Tea Party in 2009.
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Trump is leading the New Revival
Trump has already put a stake through the heart of Political Correctness. P.C. as we have known it is dying
before our eyes. All the insane P.C. brainwashing is going to be exposed and will evaporate. Trump has reintroduced Free Speech, shaking up everyone and the GOP Establishment has been humiliated. Birthers are
back in force. Fox News is being exposed, not as the ‘fair and balanced’ but as just another P.C. Club of likeminded, conformists. They live in a bubble of good-looking, convivial busy bodies, gossiping with continuous
rhetorical questions. The biggest offender is Hannity…one rhetorical question after another until you want to
put your fist thru the TV screen. Trump, on the other hand, makes a Declarative Statement…following the
Great Master who said, “Let your speech be, Yes or No, and whatever is more than this is of the Evil one”.
Trump tells it like it is…and it’s called FREE SPEECH!
Hillary Clinton is another Marie Antoinette promising the peasants cake when they ask for bread. Free
education, loan forgiveness and all the other lies the wife of the 1 st Black President bestows on her lackey
followers. It is a sad day for the decent black folk as they watch the Clintons, Obama and Bill Crosby (the Four
Whores of the Apocalypse) trying to destroy the USA. Too bad, so sad. Providence has called a new Moses to
deliver the brainwashed masses of Americans from the evil spell. Trump has already shocked the race-baiters
by telling the truth…they are all STUPID!

White Trash, Black Trash, Mixed Color Trash has
no discrimination…All are TRASH!
According to ML King, it is not about the color of your skin, but the content of your character. Suffering Bill and
Hillary Clinton’s gangsterism, Bill Crosby’s alleged unspeakables, and Barack Hussein Obama’s epiphany that
he is the Iranian Shiite’s Mahdi is maddening! Resist! Resist! Resist! Until the trash is taken to the ash heap of
history!
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January 16, 2016

Hillary
Who?
Hillary Clinton Decimated in
Latest St. George Street Poll

Photos by TCC Staff

On January 16, 2016, the Town Criers, a committee of the St. Augustine Tea Party, conducted a face-to-face
random poll in the historic district of St. Augustine, Florida. The demographic is national in nature. The Tea
Party has been conducting polls for the past 12 months. The original purpose of the effort was to test public
sentiment and compare it to the national media polling data. The polling, as reported on the mainstream
media, is often at odds with what Town Criers are experiencing with the public on the streets of St. Augustine.
Today’s poll was a direct runoff between Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump. The results are as follows:
Hillary Clinton
14%
Donald Trump
69%
Neither
17%
The Town Criers report that there were numerous people who commented that, “I am a Democrat, but I’m
voting for Trump”. And then there was the vendor in the open market area near the parking garage. He
declared, “If I could vote, I would vote for Hillary. But I can’t vote because I am a felon.” “Perhaps Hillary will
be joining your ranks as a felon,” a Town Crier said with smile.

Democrats and Republicans Blowing Smoke
Establishment Democratic and Republican candidates frequently claim that Trump cannot win the general
election. Political pundits operating on behalf of the Democrat or Republican leadership make similar claims.
Both parties claim the Independent vote. The St. George Street poll shows a substantial defection by
Democrats, the conservative base of the Republicans and the vast majority of Independences are going to vote
for Trump in the general election. Mr. Trump, according to our previous polls, can win either as a Republican
or as an Independent. The GOP leadership is horrified. There are reports that the GOP leadership would prefer
to lose the election rather than win with Trump. According to the Town Crier poll takers, the only way Hillary
Clinton could be President, would be to steal the election. Lenin believed that it doesn’t matter who votes, but
only who counts the votes, in an election. The Democratic Party understands this principle very well and is
good at manipulation. Look at the 2012 presidential election for an example. So if the Republicans run yet
another progressive candidate, such as Mr. Rubio or Mr. Bush, a much closer race would occur; giving Mrs.
Clinton and the Democratic Party, a chance to steal the election. With Trump in the picture that will not occur.
“We do not know if Trump is a progressive or conservative, but we do know he is a “Nationalist” and not one
of the New World Order guys and he is winning big time,” Lance Thate, Chairman of the St. Augustine Tea
Party said.
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January 17, 2016

Common Core
Resistance
Goes to Tallahassee
The Florida Citizens Alliance (FLCA) is a coalition of concerned citizens and grassroots groups who attempt to
aid their Representatives in making the complicated decisions. The FLCA has two issues which they address.
The Alliance supports the Second Amendment, which concerns the right to bear arms and, also, they are
opposed to the implementation of “Common Core”. On January 13th and 14th, sixteen citizens, residents from
11 different Florida Counties, met with 63 legislators and their aides. The FLCA members are not lobbyists;
they are well intentioned citizens who offered suggestions to improve “Florida Standards”, also known as
“Common Core”. FLCA provided a package of material to each Senator and Representative, for a total of 160
informational packets.
FLCA volunteers often travel great distances to come to Tallahassee and incur personal expense to consult
with their representatives at the Capital. The FLCA scheduled a series of appointments with the legislators.
The FLCA members report that they were well received by all the members of the legislature with the
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exception of Blaise Ingoglia, Chairman of the Republican Party of Florida. While the Florida Citizens Alliance’s
effort was in play, a totally and completely independent Common Core protest by the Teachers Union took
place outside the Capital building.

Enough is Enough
Protest Rally
From 2000 to 3,000 educators and parents from across
Florida were bused into the State Capitol on January
14, 2016 to protest Common Core testing. With chants
of “Enough is Enough,” the crowd filled much of the
plaza between the old and new Florida Capitols to let
lawmakers know of their opposition to Common Core.
The protest was organized by the Florida Education
Association (FEA). The FEA is the state’s largest Teachers Union and they want politicians out of the classroom.
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January 18, 2016

Official Spokesman for
GOP in Florida shows us
Party’s True Colors
The Arrogant Face of the Republican Party of Florida
Blaise Ingoglia is a transplant from New York City, arriving in the Sunshine
State in 1996. Ingoglia started a building and mortgage career exploiting
the federal government’s mortgage policies that led to the 2008 economic
collapse. Part of the sales tactics included “Get Rich Quick Schemes” that
caused his investors to lose money. Many of his homes were built on dirt roads to the out-of-state investors.
Ingoglia became politically active in 2007 with his "Government Gone Wild" program focusing on taxes, which
caused grassroots Tea Party supporters to think they had a new voice in the GOP. However, Ingoglia turned
out to be a party animal. With the endorsements from Will Weatherford, FL Speaker of the House, Sen. Marco
Rubio and FL Atty. Gen. Pam Bondi, Mr. Ingoglia was elected to the Florida House of Representatives, District
35, in 2014. With the support of the Jeb Bush wing of the Republican Party of Florida (RPOF), he became the
RPOF Chairman in January 2015.

When Constituents of Both Parties are Ignored
“When Republican and Democratic constituencies are in agreement, but are ignored by their respective
leaders, the people are in serious trouble. It indicates an agenda which is opposite the will of the people and
that will certainly give birth to tyranny,” according to Lance Thate, Chairman of the St. Augustine Tea Party. On
January 14th, chants from 2000 to 3000 union teachers against Common Core could be heard throughout the
Capital building. These primarily Democratic constituents were ignored by Rep. Ingoglia. With the calm voice
of the Florida Citizens’ Alliance also being ignored by Rep. Ingoglia, it looks like Jeb Bush’s “Florida Standards”
could be here to stay. One Representative ignoring constituents would not be a crisis, but this attitude by Rep.
Ingoglia, who is also the official spokesman for the Republican Party of Florida, is another matter. St.
Augustine Tea Party members, Judy Stevens and Kelly Lorbeer, who were supporting the Florida Citizens’
Alliance’s effort, were treated with disrespect and shown the door by RPOF Chairman Blaise Ingoglia.
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Tea Party Activist Recalls the Experience
St Augustine Tea Party member and activist Kelly Lorbeer describes her encounter with the RPOF Chairman in
her own words:
“During the "Enough is Enough" protest rally, three of us were meeting with Representative Manny
Diaz on the third floor in the House of Representatives building. The rally chanting was so loud we had
to speak louder to hear each other. I thought it was a hoot but awkward at the same time. Rep. Diaz
felt compelled to tell us what was going on outside. He was extremely good natured about the whole
thing and that put the room at ease. On the flip side, after the Diaz meeting, we met with RPOF Chair
Representative Blaise Ingoglia. He was in a really bad mood. You know, like a 3 year old without a nap.
His behavior was shameful. We had a 15 minute appointment that lasted maybe 4 minutes. It
appeared that after all the commotion and all the noise from the rally, he was in no mood to hear
anything about K-12 education legislation reform from a grassroots group. And he wasn't bashful about
letting us have it. He shook our handouts across the desk and launched into a patronizing dismissive
rant he called "a lesson in lobbying 101". He went on and on. At one point, I was speaking and Rep.
Ingoglia burst out yelling a question for his assistant sitting outside his office. Rather than yell back, she
got up and entered the room. He grilled her about his calendar for rest the day and with the back of his
hand motioned for her to leave. All this as if we weren't sitting there.
As he shooed us out of his office, all I could think about was giving him a lesson on how to relate to
registered republican voters, who are super voters that spend hours campaigning to get out the vote!
That is the description of the group he was belittling. And he's the Chairman of the Republican Party of
Florida? I also thought about schooling him on the difference between a citizen advocate and a
lobbyist. As you all know, we spend our own money for travel and lodging and many take time off from
work. For the sake of FLCA bill and K-12 students, I held my tongue. On the way out of his office, one of
the ladies stopped and asked him if he had any kids in school. Jackpot! He replied, one in college, one in
high school, and the youngest is home schooled! Well now, we know Mr. Ingoglia’s kids will not be
affected by Common Core, only those kids that attend Government Schools”.
.

No Room for
Conservatives
“The Republican National Committee (RNC) has made it clear that there is no
room for Conservatives in their click. The Republican Party tolerates
conservatism only on the level that relates to the issue of abortion; that is, if
you’re quiet about it. After all, you wouldn’t want to do anything ‘radical’ like
defund Planned Parenthood. But real Conservatives who want to implement constitutional, legal, lawful
government and fiscal responsibility need not apply,” SATP Chairman, Lance Thate, stated.
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From interviews with hundreds of Republican operatives, the concept of contempt for the voter is
overwhelming. The Republican Party is an organization of getting out the votes, with no respect for the voter;
only a desire to manipulate according to the RNC’s will. It smells; it really stinks. It is white-collar gangsterism.
Republican Party of Florida Chairman, Blaise Ingoglia is just doing what “good Republicans” do. They follow the
party line in absolute lockstep with their alleged loyalty oath. This is true, in spite of any rhetoric they may
bring forth. There is nothing patriotic in the Republican Party leadership. There is only ‘party loyalty’. From
precinct level to the national level and all steps in between, corruption has descended upon the “Grand Old
Party”.
“The federal government and state governments have no business in education. It should be a local matter,
determined by the parents, not politicians. Funding should be local, not state and national. “Common Core”
flies in the face of those concepts. The Republican Party embraces
“Common Core” because that is where the money is,” Kelly Lorbeer said. It
is time to understand that the Republican Party, with all its corruption, is
just another progressive party with the intention of undermining American
values, just like their Democratic brothers. To repeat, the Republican Party
is about government, not about the people. “Thank you, Chairman
Ingoglia; you have demonstrated the true face of the party very clearly.
Your arrogance shows it is time to bring forth a cleansed new party,
dedicated to the nationalist concept of making America great again,”
Lorbeer concluded.
Kelly Lorbeer
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January 19, 2016

The SATP Town
Crier’s Experience
Explosive!
On Saturday, the Town Criers made another
of their weekend appearances in the historic
district of St. Augustine, Florida. The Town
Criers are a committee of the St. Augustine
Tea Party and have been engaging the public
in the historic district over the past four years.
Photos by TCC Staff
The Tea Party volunteers are seen by thousands of people each time they make their appearance. On this
particular outing, volunteers estimated that they were seen by at least 10,000 people, as a “Right to Life
March” occurred earlier in the day, bringing an influx of additional people.
When asked why Town Crier volunteers would embark on such a long-term project, the following explanation
was provided; “We live in a world of government elitists and political pundits who dominate cable television,
the Internet and talk radio. The entire mood is at times very depressing. We find the strength to resist by
staying in touch with the people. The American dream is alive and well among the people.”

Photos by TCC Staff
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The St. Augustine Tea Party has invited the staff of Republican Congressman Ron DeSantis to experience the
‘American Spirit’ in all its vibrant shades on St. George Street. An endless throng of American citizens from all
over the United States of America interface with the Town Criers, love on the Town Criers, come unglued
when they see the colonial dress, Gadsden Flags and politically incorrect signs such as, “Obama is a
Communist, Hillary for Prison” and the sign of the day, “Who would you Vote for Trump or Hillary?”
Unfortunately, Congressman De Santis’ staff is forbidden to witness the scenes that you see in these pictures.
While the Town Criers are ‘experiencing’ the existential thrill of the Spirit of America, the metrical rise of
Donald Trump’s popularity and the fall from favor of the Republican brand, the Republican staff languishes
just two miles away. Why can’t the staff of the local Congressman see, with their own eyes, the continuing
affection for the Tea Party Movement? Because by seeing they might believe, hearing they might be
converted and revived. In short, the Republican Party has lost its soul. Trump recognizes his popularity; “It’s a
‘Movement”, he has said. Trump also said, “I love the Tea Party” on October 12, 2015 and added that he didn’t
like the way the Tea Party was being treated. By whom? The Republican establishment; particularly John
McCain and Karl Rove, affectionately called “the “Architect”. In Florida the story was similar; Republican
Governor Scott flipped. Republican Attorney General Pam Bondi took a $15,000 campaign donation from Big
Blue and that was the end of stopping Obamacare in Florida. Republican Senator Thrasher took a half million
dollar job as President of FSU just weeks after his re-election, resigned his Senatorial seat, which caused two
newly elected Florida Assembly
members to resign and fight for
Thrasher’s vacated seat. A public
scandal for sure, but there was no
shame. When the Florida
Administration changed the name of
Common Core to Florida
Standards…there was no shame…the
public being damned. Behind it all was
Photos by TCC Staff

Presidential Candidate Jeb Bush and Bill
Gates’ money. Florida voters are not
stupid. Locally, in St. Johns County, the
most Republican County in Florida, Jeb
Bush is an ‘also ran’.
Photos by TCC Staff

Conclusion of the matter:
Trump loves the Tea Party, the Republican Elite hates the Tea Party
Movement…and the Town Criers are doing what Town Criers
do…calling out to the people to beware, to resist, to spread the
word…and to bring the patriots the latest polling from St. George
Street. In a two person race for President; Trump 69%, Hillary 14%,
neither 17%. The Republican Establishment Favorite, Jeb Bush was
scratched from this poll since he has done so poorly in credibility
and popularity.
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January 20, 2016

Washington’s
Betrayal
The St. Augustine Tea Party (SATP) reports that
they canceled their committee meeting for
January 19, 2016. Instead, members of the SATP
met at the Epic Theater to view the movie “13
Hours: The Secret Soldiers of Benghazi”. The
film recounts the experience of six members
Photos by TCC Staff
of a security team who fought to defend the American diplomatic compound in Benghazi, Libya on September
11, 2012. The producers of the film claim that it is a true story. The Obama administration is never mentioned
in the film. But it is clear that those brave Americans were betrayed by the government they served. Even the
final scene shows that those who managed to escape, departed on a Libyan aircraft. No American support was
provided. Washington betrayed their people in Libya and they betrayed the American people. Complicit is the
Republican Party for its failure to take action. This was the general consensus of those interviewed at the
conclusion of the movie.

January 26, 2016

Government
Health Care
Unintended
Consequences
Dr. Roderick Beaman, DO was
Photos by TCC Staff
the guest speaker at the Open
Meeting of the St. Augustine Tea Party. Dr. Beaman is a family medicine physician in Jacksonville, Florida. He
received his medical degree from the Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine and has been in practice
for 44 years. Dr. Beaman addressed "Government in Healthcare” at the meeting.
The theme of Dr. Beaman’s talk could be summed up as ‘Unintended Consequences”. Many of the
Government’s health programs start out with good intensions, according to Dr. Beaman, but end up being
expensive, redundant (to avoid malpractice suits) and exploited by patients and professionals alike. Dr.
Beaman gave example after example of patients and businesses who exploit the system at tax payers’
expense.
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A lively question and answer session followed his talk which was replete with humorous and outrageous
stories of his experiences through the years. Dr. Beaman is the Medical Director of Omega Health & Wellness,
Jacksonville, Florida.

January 30, 2016

AnchorBaby, Rubio
beats
Canadian
Born Cruz
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Post Iowa Debate St. George Street Poll
On January 30, 2016, the Town Criers, a committee of the St. Augustine Tea Party, conducted a face-to-face random poll
in the historic district of St. Augustine, Florida. The demographic is National in nature. The Tea Party has been
conducting polls for the past 12 months.

Only in America can two Anchor Babies run for President
Imagine that! Both Rubio and Cruz have kicked the Constitution to the curb and are fighting like little girls. Both ignore
the fact that neither qualify for the office of President since neither of them are Natural Born Citizens. All this deception
and drama is for nothing since the Trumpster is still holding on to the lead in a face-to-face focus poll on St. George
Street, St. Augustine, Florida. Latest poll results after the Iowa Debate show Rubio jumps ahead of Cruz but still trails
‘No-Show’ Trump by eleven points. The results as follows:

Trump
Cruz
Rubio
None of above
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41%
12%
30%
17%

Foot note: Only a Natural Born Citizen qualifies to be the President of the United States. Seems like a quick
study of the term as recited in Vattel’s Law of Nations, 1770, English Edition, the reference for Ben Franklin,
John Jay, and George Washington says it clearly: “Natural-born citizens, are those born in the country, of
parents who are citizens.” Neither Rubio nor Cruz qualifies.

January 31, 2016
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Americans Preparing to Resist Gun Control
The Town Criers, a committee of the St. Augustine Tea Party have been engaging the public’s reaction to gun
control for about four years. In January 2012, Obama started his major campaign to eliminate guns. The public
demonstrated that they would resist the registration and confiscation of their weapons. On January 16th and
again on January 19th of this year, the town criers again addressed the issue. Over the four-year period, the
public sentiment has been pretty consistent. The “Come and Take It” sign invokes an interesting reaction.
People came up and disclosed that they are ‘carrying’. They disclosed that they had a concealed weapons
permit. And they declare that no one, Supreme Court or otherwise, is going to take their weapons from them.
With 300 million guns floating around in America and the determination by Americans to resist, any attempt
by the government to repeal the Second Amendment rights, by an executive order or otherwise, will be the
beginning of the second American Revolution, according to a spokesman for the Town Criers.
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WE LIVE IN THE LAND OF THE FREE ONLY BECAUSE OF THE BRAVE

The Goal of Socialism is
Communism
Important Notice: those who receive this publication by Email: You will continue to receive this Report at the end of the month; this publication is now on the
Saint Augustine Tea Party Website. Individual articles are being posted as they occur. Also archived issues with indexes are available on the Website. For Historic
City News readers the Town Crier Committee Report is available by clicking the SATP link on their page or go to www.saintaugustineteaparty.org

I WANT
YOUR
LIBERTY

DEFEND
LIBERTY
PLEASE SEND YOUR DONATIONS TO:

SAINT AUGUSTINE TEA Party
PO BOX 4063 ST. AUGUSTINE FL
32085
Donations are not currently deductable.

Donations

not currently deductable.
There is a Revolution going on. Come join the CounterareResistance.
Stand up for
individual Liberty.

Come join us! We are a small Committee with many tasks to do to preserve Liberty. We are blessed to see the
awakening of America.
Lance L. Thate,
Town Crier Committee Chairman
Editor and Publisher of the Town Crier Committee Report
lancethate@Gmail.com
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